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2020 Term Dates 
Term 3   Finishes 18 September 
Term 4   5 October – 29 November  

From the Committee  
Even with more changes to our daily lives, many of our tutors have 
continued to work hard to maintain connection to members. We 
are delighted with their persistence and enthusiasms.  
 

Next month, the Committee will start planning for 2021 programs 
and tutors will be contacted to see if they wish to continue their 
classes into next year. If anyone wishes to offer a class next year, or 
knows of anyone who may like to do so, please let the committee 
know and we will contact them. I am sure that in 2021 we will still 
be running classes on ZOOM and some combination activities, so if 
you want to start up an online class for 2021 let us know that also. 
 

At our July meeting, it was decided to offer a discount to members 
next year, to compensate in a small way for this year’s operational 
disruptions – in 2021 the membership fee will be $30 for everyone, 
including joint and associate members. As U3A Darebin has not had 
to pay rent for venues with cancelled classes, we will finish 2020 
with a slight profit. However, it is expected that to fund operations 
of our programs and office during 2021 we will have to dip into 
reserves. (These are held for emergency use – the committee felt 
that the Corona virus and ramifications constitutes an emergency.) 
 

Do stay well and safe and try to ‘Keep Moving’ each day. Check our 
web site for activities and stay close to home. 
                                                                                     Ann Ritchie, President 

 
 

Victorian Government COVID-19 Advice (10 August) 
 

 
 

This is a difficult and uncertain time for all so support is vital and available. For information about 
managing stress and support options you can call free government help lines, including:  
Coronavirus Mental Wellbeing Support Services – 1800 512 348, 24 hours daily, 
Older Persons COVID-19 Support Line –  1800 171 866, M-F 8.30am to 6pm (except public holidays),  
For just a friendly conversation about what’s on your mind, call: 
FriendLine volunteer service – 1800 424 287 (1800 4 CHATS), generally available 10am-8pm daily. 
 

 
               

Please email items to our office by 5 September for next newsletter. Thanks to Jess Shaw for the memes. 
 
 

 U3A Darebin Inc. www.u3adarebin.com.au 
 PO Box 44, Fairfield. Vic. 3078 

 

    Email: info@u3adarebin.com.au 
    Leave a phone message: 9489 2103 
 

 AUGUST 2020 NUMBER 108 

 Stay home and get tested if you have symptoms of coronavirus,  
no matter how mild: including fever, chills, cough, sore throat, 
shortness of breath, runny nose, loss of sense of smell or taste.  
Go straight home after your test and self-isolate while waiting for 
the results. (A new Call-to-Test service provides in-home coronavirus 
testing to eligible Victorians otherwise unable to get tested.) 

 Wear a face mask or covering when you leave home, unless a lawful 
exception applies. 

 There are now only four reasons to leave home; for food & supplies, 
medical care & caregiving, exercise, for work or study (if you can’t 
work or study from home). 

 A curfew is in place for Melbourne from 8pm to 5am. 
 
 

http://www.u3adarebin.com.au/
mailto:info@u3adarebin.com.au
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New Classes 
 

Tai Chi on Zoom 
Our Tai Chi teacher Lily is offering weekly practice for our ‘Beginner’ and ‘Some Experience’ groups via an 

online Zoom session at 2pm Mondays for both classes.  

Current Tai Chi class members with email should have already received the details and Zoom link from Lily.  
 

Any other member who wishes to join for this practice will need to enrol in Tai Chi via our website (login at 

www.u3adarebin.com.au/members-login/  then ‘View Courses’ to select one Tai Chi group). Once enrolled, 

Lily will email you the session details and Zoom link.  
 

   
 

Lockdown Readers on Facebook  
A read-along group called Lockdown Readers has been organised on Facebook. Readers are set a number 

of pages to read each day (about fifteen pages or half an hour a day) and can then post a comment at the 

end of their daily read, if they wish, or just read the other posts. The first book being read together is The 

Museum of Modern Love by Heather Rose, which won the Stella prize in 2017. 

 
 

 More Bollywood Dancing 
 

Following the success of their Victorian Seniors Festival program, Studio Joy are offering free weekly online 
dance sessions: Bollywood Seniors, Wednesday 11–11.30 am  
Add joy and movement to your life by dancing, either sitting or standing. Classes are conducted live by 
Joshinder, an experienced teacher of dance to seniors, and Jaya, a qualified AHPRA physiotherapist.  
 

You will need access to the internet and a device for watching the class online (computer, tablet, smart 

phone or smart TV). To join the class, send an email to jaya@studiojdance.com.au  or go to the Studio J 

Dance YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/StudioJDance and click on the subscribe button.  
 

 
 

You can find many more Victorian Seniors Festival 2020 videos every week until October, at:  
www.seniorsonline.vic.gov.au/festivalsandawards/festival-performances.                             Return to ‘Contents’ 

Lily’s videos for Get Active in Darebin are available on Facebook:  

Learn Tai Chi Week 1 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/225242758893077/ 

Learn Tai Chi Week 2 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/2989903207766197/ 

Learn Tai Chi Week 3 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/167200414715954/ 

Learn Tai Chi Week 4 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/2465405240436664/ 

Learn Tai Chi Week 5 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/3490404614322707/ 
 

Qigong 1 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/242931420226814/ 

Qigong 2 – www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/678824186285916/ 

 

Anyone who is interested can join at www.facebook.com/groups/3172189539567895 

or search Facebook for ‘Lockdown Readers’ (you will also need a Facebook account).  

A schedule of reading is at the top of the Facebook page.  
 

The first ‘read’ starts on 14 August but it will be easy to catch up. The second book will 

begin on 2 September and will probably be Hard Times by Charles Dickens, which 

seems appropriate. Some of the group have just finished Crime and Punishment (forty 

days of it) and it has been great fun to read others comments and swap pictures of St 

Petersburg and other information.    

                                                                                                                                       Ann Ritchie 

 

http://www.u3adarebin.com.au/members-login/
mailto:jaya@studiojdance.com.au
http://www.youtube.com/StudioJDance
http://www.seniorsonline.vic.gov.au/festivalsandawards/festival-performances
http://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/225242758893077/
https://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/2989903207766197/
https://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/167200414715954/
https://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/2465405240436664/
https://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/3490404614322707/
https://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/242931420226814/
https://www.facebook.com/darebin.leisure/videos/678824186285916/
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Reports 
 

Mask and Face Coverings Safety 
 

When putting on a fresh mask or other face coverings, make sure you wear it properly, ensuring it covers 
your mouth and nose. Do not wear a mask slung under your chin, or have your nose protruding over the 
top. Avoid fiddling with your mask, moving it around unnecessarily, or excessively touching it. 
Remember masks used alone will not prevent infection; used together with physical distancing and hand 
hygiene they will offer the most protection. 
 

Worn correctly, a surgical or medical mask, provides good protection but is usually single-use only – check 
the manufacturer's instructions for use (IFU) and their website. Government advice is they should not be 
laundered, cleaned or reused, as disinfection or re-sterilisation alone is not sufficient to render the device 
fit for reuse. To be suitable for reuse they must be reprocessed. 
                 Source: www.tga.gov.au/behind-news/reuse-face-masks-and-gowns-during-covid-19-pandemic 
 

Cloth masks provide protection if well designed and used correctly. To make an effective cloth mask:  

  use multiple layers of fabric (at least three layers) with a water-resistant fabric for the outer layer;  

  choose fabrics with a high thread count/fine weave (eg. a good quality sheet is generally better than a  
 fabric with a looser weave that you can clearly see light through); 

  hybrid fabrics such as cotton–silk, cotton–chiffon, or cotton–flannel may be good choices for inner  
 layers, because they provide better filtration and are more comfortable to wear; 

  make sure your mask fits and seals well around your face. 
                                                                       Source: https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/10/20-0948_article   
 

Cloth masks should be cleaned after each use. Importantly, if your mask gets wet, moist or visibly dirty, it’s 
time to take it off, put on a new one and wash the old one. You will need a number of masks so there is 
always one to hand (the number to have in supply will depend on how frequently you leave the house and 
use them). When taking one off, remember the mask may be contaminated, so don’t touch the 
front/outside of it. Instead, use the loops or ties to take it off, then store it in a plastic bag or dedicated 
area, ready to be washed. Then wash or use sanitizer on your hands immediately afterwards. 
 

Washing cloth masks is straightforward. You can add them to your normal laundry wash, using a detergent 
and the warmest temperature setting your clothes and cloth mask can handle. (You may want to use a 
non-scented detergent if you are sensitive to smell.) There is no need to put disinfectant in your wash.  
If you want to wash your cloth mask by hand, use a bucket of hot tap water with a detergent (no need to 
boil water). Let the cloth mask soak in the water, then give it a hand wash and rinse. If your mask remains 
visibly dirty, try washing it in the washing machine. Always wash your hands after you put the mask in the 
washing machine or bucket, or whenever you handle a mask after it’s been worn.                                                                                  
 

Wet cloth is not an effective barrier, so a cloth mask must be dry before using it again. You can dry a cloth 
mask in direct sunlight, use a dryer (on a heat setting suited to the fabric) or lay it flat to air-dry (you can 
hang it, but best to dry it flat so it doesn’t lose its shape). When washed and dry, store your mask in a 
clean, dry place where it won’t get contaminated again. 
 

There is no set ‘lifetime’ of a cloth mask, but here are some indications you may need a new one, such as: 
it doesn’t fit snugly on your face anymore, or has lost its shape; there are tears or holes, or the material is 
wearing thin; it frequently falls down or you need to keep adjusting it while wearing. 
                                             Source: https://theconversation.com/how-should-i-clean-my-cloth-mask-143974  
Face Shields 
When worn together with a properly fitted mask, face shields offer protection from coronavirus infection. 
If face masks are not available, face shields may be used as an alternative with some advantages for vision 
but also limitations, as they can allow virus-laden droplets through the gaps at the sides and underneath 
the shield.        
       Source:  www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-face-shields-a-quick-guide 
 

Return to ‘Contents’ 

https://lens.monash.edu/@coronavirus-articles/2020/07/14/1380831/covid-19-face-masks-are-not-the-silver-bullet-but-they-are-important
https://www.tga.gov.au/behind-news/reuse-face-masks-and-gowns-during-covid-19-pandemic
http://www.tga.gov.au/behind-news/reuse-face-masks-and-gowns-during-covid-19-pandemic
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/10/20-0948_article
https://www.health.gov.au/news/health-alerts/novel-coronavirus-2019-ncov-health-alert/how-to-protect-yourself-and-others-from-coronavirus-covid-19/good-hygiene-for-coronavirus-covid-19
https://theconversation.com/how-should-i-clean-my-cloth-mask-143974
http://www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-face-shields-a-quick-guide
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Masks – To Pleat or Not to Pleat?  
When the wearing of masks first became a reality for everyone, along with many others I wondered 

“Which was the best design to use?”  My starting point was the Government CDC website which indicated 

the mask should consist of three layers including two cotton outer ones and a silk insert. I used the pattern 

which was based on a simple rectangle and made my first few masks. They seemed ok, but following two 

rather unsuccessful misty eyed rounds of golf decided these masks were too flat against my face. I needed 

breathing space. So I started doing some “serious” research and watched YouTube DIY mask tutorials ad 

infinitum. I made at least five different prototypes, with and without pleats. Most bloggers were also 

recommending flannel inserts, which I was able to accommodate by cutting up an old flannelette fitted 

sheet. This also later came in handy as I recycled the elastic to use when the shops ran short. The general 

opinion of bloggers seemed to be that a flannel insert offered the best absorption, so the silk went back 

into the cupboard and subsequent masks included the flannel layer. I was pleased to be able to use up all 

the scraps of material I had kept from previous sewing efforts. (My daughter recognised material in one of 

the masks I gave her as that used to make a roman blind some 10 years ago; it still hangs in their kitchen!) 

While experimenting with designs I noticed a friend on FaceBook was pumping out a host of colourful 

masks in just one style and taking orders for her products. She shared the pattern she was using (not her 

own) via a link http://tearosehome.blogspot.com/2020/04/mask-tutorial.html. This pattern* involved a 

written set of illustrated instructions and three downloadable and printable templates for small, medium 

and large sizes. I found the pattern easy to follow and whipped up several using more leftover material 

from home and for variety, purchased a few metres of different cotton designs from a nearby fabric store 

(luckily before they had denuded their range). The instructions suggested the optional inclusion of a wire 

across the nose but I did not feel the need to do this. (*If no Internet access, contact our Office for a copy.) 

    
 

Washable Masks 
If you’d like to make your own washable masks to keep protected as you go out and about, you need to 

make a pattern. Lots of patterns and descriptions are available on YouTube to copy, a friend may give you 

one, or you might purchase a mask that fits well and copy it. You can usually make them fit much better 

than the bought ones. I found that the cup shaped ones fits better, if you can shape them properly.  

A simpler rectangular shape is fine as long as you don’t make it too small and it has good sized pleats.  
 

Cut up a favourite stretch top that’s getting old (stretch fabric is more comfortable) and use for 2 layers 

and add a fancy fabric for the top layer. Stitch firmly around the perimeter of the 3 layers on the wrong 

side then turn in. Use a sewing machine, or hand sew firmly. Make it reasonably spacious; if any part is a 

bit loose (eg. over cheeks) you can gather it in with a needle and cotton. Press a bit of wire (packet tie?) 

I never did answer the question to pleat or not to pleat, 

concluding that provided the mask was a close fit 

around the perimeter where it contacted the skin and 

also gave plenty of space over the nose, many designs 

worked. Observing people in the community, I noticed 

there were a myriad of shapes and styles of mask being 

adopted. I think it really is personal choice; pleated, 

darted, bandana, sock, scarf, machine sewn, hand 

sewn or anything in between. 
 

It was fun making the masks and just as I finished the 

last one I was ever going to make a friend sent me a 

template for a new style to try just this week! How can 

I resist?     

                                                                 Dawn Lowery 

http://tearosehome.blogspot.com/2020/04/mask-tutorial.html
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over your nose and tie around your head or ears with elastic or shoe laces. Once you have made the first 

one others will be easier. Use a clean box or bag to store your collection of masks; carry each in its own zip 

bag and use fresh ones each day for safety (perhaps number them). If you are taking a mask off while you 

are out, put it back in its bag after use (remember to then wash hands or use sanitizer); it is safer to have a 

fresh mask (in its own clean bag) to put on later for the trip home. Wash, dry and re-bag used masks each 

day so ready for the next                 Audrey Grace                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                                                  Return to ‘Contents’ 
 

How to Stop Your Glasses from Fogging Up (while wearing a mask) 
This is caused by the warm humid air you’re breathing out contacting the cold glass. The first step is to 

minimise the amount of this air by pinching the mask onto your nose. You can also try plugging the gap 

around your nose with folded tissue paper or similar, or even taping the mask to your face. Pulling the 

mask down lower on your face by adjusting the ear loops will help by creating an opening in the mask at 

the side for your breath to escape by, but the mask will be less effective this way.  
 

One recommended method to stop them from fogging is to wash your glasses in soapy water, then leave 

them to air dry without rinsing or wipe them with a soft tissue. Another version is to simply use a dry bar of 

soap, rub it on and spread it over the glass, then polish with a soft cloth. Hey presto! No fogging. 

Glasses that are warm also won’t fog up as readily, so try putting them in an inside pocket for a while 

before putting them on. This should help. 
 

Wearing a mask can make you look impersonal to others, so remember to give a big smile that lights up 

your eyes to everyone you see. You’ll both feel better.                                                                    

         Peter Byrne 
 

 
  Return to ‘Contents’  

Winter Gardening Tips 
As we head into the “premiership quarter” of winter, 
Justin ‘Digga’ Calverley from 3RRR shares some tips for 
getting ahead of the game before the final quarter. 
 

“First”, he says, “You’ve gotta finish all the pruning of 
your deciduous plants”.  Though this might seem 
daunting, Digga reassures that “They’ll bounce back 
pretty quickly, even if you mess it up. Just make sure  
you use clean, sharp tools!” 
 

It’s also an ideal time to start making compost ready for 
spring. “Mow your neighbour’s grass, shred up your tax 
returns ... you can never have too much compost”. 
 

And if you’re keen on some “nerdy, horti activities”,  
grab yourself a seed catalogue, make a mini-hothouse, 
and start growing some seedlings to plant out in spring.  
 

www.rrr.org.au/on-demand/segments/breakfasters-
diggas-top-tips-for-winter-gardening  
 

More tips for winter work in the garden from the ABC’s 
Gardening Australia, at 
www.abc.net.au/gardening/factsheets/winter-
work/12349028    
 

Photo Ann Richie marked the start of Stage 4 restrictions 
with a line across her bamboo ‘Isolation pole’ (also, note 
that the deciduous vine in the background is pruned). 

http://www.rrr.org.au/on-demand/segments/breakfasters-diggas-top-tips-for-winter-gardening
http://www.rrr.org.au/on-demand/segments/breakfasters-diggas-top-tips-for-winter-gardening
http://www.abc.net.au/gardening/factsheets/winter-work/12349028
http://www.abc.net.au/gardening/factsheets/winter-work/12349028
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Lockdown Fatigue – Are You OK?  
 

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, we are being told to take care of our mental health as well as physical 

health. A recent survey found around half of Australians were at least moderately concerned about 

catching the coronavirus  (COVID-19), while an ANU study similarly showed that 47% of participants said 

they were more stressed as a result of the impact of the pandemic on their everyday life. 
 

Whether you are experiencing problems or not, everyone can benefit from knowing strategies to improve 

mental health – like physical health, it exists on a spectrum from poor to optimal.  
 

With physical health, some days we naturally feel stronger and more active than others. Similarly, on some 

days our mental health is worse than others, and that too is a natural part of being human. We may feel 

tired, grumpy, sad, angry, anxious, depressed, stressed or feel energetic, satisfied, happy, joyful, calm, 

positive or relaxed at any point in time. All are normal human emotions. Positive mental health and well-

being is a combination of feeling good overall and functioning well. Important components include 

emotional stability (being able to manage emotion) and resilience (the ability to cope with the stresses of 

daily life). 
 

As an individual, there are steps you can take to optimise your mental health. First, identify your existing 

support networks and the coping strategies that you’ve used in the past. Then there are small things you 

can do to help yourself to cope in tough times, such as:  

helping others, connecting with others, building and maintaining positive relationships 

finding a type of exercise or physical activity you enjoy, getting good sleep, eating healthy food, 

learning strategies to manage stress, learning ways to relax (such as meditation), 

having realistic expectations (no one is always happy), counteracting negative or overcritical thinking, 

doing things you enjoy and that give you a sense of accomplishment. 
 

These suggestions can help everyone improve their mental health and well-being; help is available if you’re 

not sure how to get started. However, when distress is interfering with daily life, these may not be enough 

by themselves and individualised treatment may be needed.  
 

If you’re feeling worried or struggling to cope during isolation, Beyond Blue has a wealth of information on 

managing daily life during the coronavirus pandemic  

https://coronavirus.beyondblue.org.au/managing-my-daily-life.html  

 

If the answer to “Are you OK?” is NO, for you or your loved ones, contact your local GP, call a helpline (p.1), 

Lifeline 13 11 14 or Beyond Blue 1800 512 348 and/or visit www.beyondblue.org.au for more resources. 
 

Sources: https://theconversation.com/what-are-the-characteristics-of-strong-mental-health-139032  

                https://csrm.cass.anu.edu.au/research/publications/covid-19     

                https://community.mydigitalhealth.org.au/resource-list/                                          Return to ‘Contents’ 
 

 

       
 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11205-011-9966-7
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/02/well/move/even-a-little-exercise-might-make-us-happier.html
https://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletter_article/sleep-and-mental-health
https://foodandmoodcentre.com.au/2016/07/diet-and-mental-health/
https://www.health.harvard.edu/special-health-reports/Positive-Psychology
https://coronavirus.beyondblue.org.au/managing-my-daily-life.html
https://www.beyondblue.org.au/personal-best/pillar/supporting-yourself/finding-a-gp-that-can-help-with-mental-health-issues
http://www.beyondblue.org.au/
https://theconversation.com/what-are-the-characteristics-of-strong-mental-health-139032
https://csrm.cass.anu.edu.au/research/publications/covid-19
https://community.mydigitalhealth.org.au/resource-list/
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Our Stories 
  
 

 

Northcote Snippets – a series of historical glimpses into Northcote’s past 
 
 

Hat Mills in Northcote – Slouching to the Hats 
In the past, hats were worn by men and women for most formal and informal occasions. Hats were also 
hats worn with every uniform. From the 1960s on however, there has been a steep decline and now hats 
are generally gone from adults’ daily wear (aside from uniformed Services and spring racing carnivals).  
 

Many people may know the Denton’s Hat Mills in Nicholson St, Abbotsford (now apartments). Less well 
known are two large hat manufacturing plants in Northcote area. In addition, many specialist hatters 
worked independently in the area – such as Joe Fogg, a trained hatter who plied his trade well into the 
1950s. (Joe was also a lifeguard at Northcote Baths, see Northcote Snippets p.8 Feb 2019 Newsletter 101) 
 
 

                                                      
Photo: P Michel 
The McCrohan Hat Factory first opened in 1906 on the current site of 159-79 Heidelberg Rd, Northcote * 
(the buildings are now used by a storage company). The factory specialised in felt and fur hats. Opened by 
Thomas John McCrohan, it was renamed the Fairfield Hat Mills when McCrohan joined with Thomas and 
Ernest Bardsley to form McCrohan & Bardsley Pty Ltd. 

 

  

1920 was another difficult 
year for the Fairfield Hat Mills: in August, 14 year old Edward Corneille died in an accident at the mills; in 
September, the female workers in mills across Victoria were disputing their low wages by stopping work. In 
a dispute between the Federated Felt Hatting Employees' Union and the felt hat manufacturers, the issue 
of imported hats competing with locally produced hats and tariffs was given as a reason for not increasing 
wages. By 1923, the Bardsleys had left the company, and the factory was owned by McCrohan & Sons Pty 
Ltd. 
 

 

The Northcote Felt Hat Mfg Co was in business from at least 
1913 until the 1960s operated by the Bardsley Brothers in 
Merri Parade. Ernest Bardsley lived at 3 Wardrop Grove, a 
1930s large white brick and timber bungalow {still standing). 
John Bardsley operated a large hat mills in Leichardt (Sydney) 
at least as early at 1915 with other family members.   
 

The various Bardsley hat companies supplied at least 25% of the now famous 

slouch felt hats to the Australian Expeditionary Forces during WWI. Even now, 

Bardsley slouch hats command a good price – especially the Fayrefield ones.  

In 1919 the Fairfield Hat Mills was nearly destroyed by a fire that broke out in 

the drying and engine room. 
 

                                         'Fayrefield Hat' c1983 courtesy of Dandenong/Cranbourne RSL; TROVE 

In 1925 the Fairfield Hat Mills joined with eleven other 

manufacturers to form the United Felt Hats Pty Ltd as a 

way to combat competition from Italy. (This was not a 

new issue, Ernest Bardsley had voiced concerns about 

cheap Italian imports in 1912.) The new company 

structure proved effective, as in 1929 members of the 

Victorian Provincial Press Association praised the 

"superior product" of the Fayrefield fur hat produced in 

the Fairfield mill.  
 

By 1935, company United Felt Hats Pty Ltd had moved its 

manufacturing to Abbotsford. 
 

Advertisement for United Felt Hats 1929; Darebin Heritage 
 

                                                                          Return to ‘Contents’  
 

https://u3adarebin.com.au/assets/Flyers/Newsletter97_Feb2019.pdf
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The Fink Brothers took over the Fairfield mills building and began “worsted mills” in 1936. [Worsted yarns 
are smooth, spun from fibres combed so that the fibres all run the same direction and remain parallel – 
with wool it is from butt-end (ie. the end cut in shearing the sheep) to tip, The yarns are woven into 
worsted fabric and used for tailored clothes like suits.] 
 

   
    

* I am indebted to Angenese Angerame Herron, one of the coordinators of the Facebook page ‘I Grew Up in 
Clifton Hill’ – well worth a look. She has researched the Heidelberg Road hat mills, and I then discovered the 
connection to the iconic military slouch hat and the NSW family connection. The slouch hat became 
standard army headgear in 1903, after Federation. Bardsely Brothers was quite a player in this hat trade.  
                                                                                                                                                                              P Michell 
 

Trivia: Fur for the hats came mostly from rabbits. Locally their skins were daily stored in their thousands at 
the Northcote Ice Works in Arthurton Rd.  
 

 

Pumpkin Damper  
 

Tired of Sourdough bread with your homemade soup?  Try this recipe by Ian Haines for a healthy variation 
on the traditional Australian campfire ‘bread’.     
 
 

 
 
 

Method: Pre-heat the oven to 220C (200C for a fan oven). 
 

The pumpkin can be steamed or boiled for mashing (or put the whole piece in a microwave oven, cover 
and cook until soft, then spoon it out – no difficult cutting). If you have time, dice the pumpkin, toss it in 
the honey, then roast in the oven to caramelize (but don't burn it!). 
 

In a bowl mix together all the ingredients except the flour. Then add the flour and form it into a dough.  
If it's too wet add a bit more flour, if too dry a bit more water. It will be sticky but should be manageable! 
 

Shape into a cob shape (not too high). Slash top with a knife and place on a greased & floured baking tray. 
Brush the top with milk and bake for around 25 to 30 minutes. Baste with milk several times during baking. 
 

The cooked damper should sound hollow when tapped on the bottom. 
                                                                       Source: www.abc.net.au/radio/recipes/pumpkin-damper/8912164 
 

                       
               Return to ‘Contents’  
  

In 1940, the building became Spry’s corn flakes factory; later during the war, 

the factory was co-opted to make airplane fuselages.  

   

              
 

                               Advertisement for Spry's Cornflakes factory 1940; Darebin Heritage  

 

     P Michell & A A Herron, 2020. 

Ingredients (4 Serves) 
2 cups self-raising flour 

500g cooked pumpkin mashed with 1 tablespoon of honey 

1/2 teaspoon ground cumin (or more if you like); 1/2 teaspoon of salt 

3/4 cup milk (or milk and cream) approx. 

 

http://www.abc.net.au/radio/recipes/pumpkin-damper/8912164
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A Migrant’s Story – Part 4 
 - 

The story so far - At 21yo I emigrated with my brother to Melbourne by ship via the Suez Canal, worked and 
travelled around much of Australia for 10 years, went back to Britain with my brother, travelled around 
Europe, sailed back to Australia via the Panama Canal, visited New Zealand, worked in NT for a few years, 
returned to Melbourne at 37yo… and decided to go to America. 
 

Back in Melbourne, I went about getting the necessary documents needed to visit the U.S.A. That being 
done, my brother and I left Australia and flew to Hong Kong where we spent a week. In those days if you 
walked past a shop and glanced in the window they would come out and try to sell you something; they 
were really keen on making a sale. It is a place always on the go, always busy. While there we had leather 
jackets made. You picked your own design, they measured us up then said come back in two days at 4 pm. 
We went back and at exactly 4.00pm a guy came through the door with the jackets! It’s that kind of place.  
I also bought a set of golf clubs, and they threw in a dozen balls. But when I used the balls, they would fly 
into the air and then fly into pieces.  
 

 
 

When our money finally came through, we bought an RV (Recreation Vehicle). We could travel in it, cook in 
it, have a shower in it and go to the toilet in it! We had a visa for six months, so off we went.  
 

We headed south to San Diego, where the U.S. Navy have a base, then on to El Paso - which looked as 
though someone had gone mad with a dozer and piled up mounds of earth for no good reason. Next was 
San Antonia which is known for its river walk – the river is one story beneath the street level, very pretty 
and worth a visit. One night further on, we thought we might go to a bar and have a drink and maybe a 
dance. I don’t know which town it was, but we stopped for petrol and asked the attendant where would be 
a good place to go and have a beer. He said “In THIS town? Man, in this town, it’s kill or be killed!”  

   

I think the cruise lasted about an hour and the guy doing the commentary talked the entire time. I was 
very impressed; he had information about absolutely everything, amazing! We had parked our RV along 
with many others near the dock and when we got back from the cruise, we found that many of them had 
been broken into, including ours. We lost a camera, and two leather jackets. Before we went on the cruise 
we had hidden our passports, visas, etc. and quite a lot of cash, so, despite the losses we were relieved 
that these had not been found by the thieves. That evening we went into town and visited Bourbon Street. 
There was music everywhere, coming from bars and restaurants. Lots of people walking up and down; 
young kids dancing in the street, hoping to earn a couple of dollars – all noise, colour and movement.  
There were whorehouses, as they call them, usually with a couple of ladies out in front inviting you in.  
 

               Return to ‘Contents’  

We left Hong Kong and flew on to L.A. where we were met by relatives, 
with whom we stayed till we got organised. (These were the same 
relatives that we had only briefly met while on a cruise a few years 
earlier, so it was very kind of them to offer us accommodation.) As it 
happened the transfer of our money ran into a problem and we finished 
up staying with them for two weeks; fortunately we got on really well.    
                                                             
 

Photo: In San Francisco 

In Houston we visited the space centre and went into the room 
with the “Big Board” that you used to see on TV. That must have 
been some job, monitoring spacecraft; you could just imagine 
what it must have been like when it was in operation.  
                                             

                                            With my brother at the Space Centre in Houston, Texas. 
 

Next we went to New Orleans, which has loads of character.  
We walked round the old French quarter and went on a cruise in 
riverboat on the Mississippi. There was a commentary on a 
loudspeaker during the trip pointing out the places of interest. 
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There were strip joints and barkers out in from inviting you to come see a show: they would swing the 
doors open so that you would get a glimpse of the show going on inside with naked ladies. One of their 
calls was “All home grown, no silicone”. We found a restaurant and had a meal of Gumbo while a small 
group played jazz, great atmosphere. It’s quite a place, lots of noise, music, and character.  
 

We used to park wherever seemed safe: one night we parked and when it got dark the trees lit up with 
fireflies. I’d never seen anything like that – all these little bugs flashing their lights on and off; the trees 
were full of them, a wonderful sight. We continued driving east around the Gulf of Mexico. The thing  
about America is that you recognise the names of towns, Biloxi, Mobile, Tallahassee, etc. as we have been 
exposed to a lot of American culture, through Hollywood and, of course, songs. We got to Florida and went 
through Orlando, through a town called Melbourne! I felt that we should have gone to the town hall and 
signed the visitor’s book (if they had one) but we never did.  

 

  
 

So we headed north. We were in Atlanta on a Sunday morning and we could hear what sounded like a 
black church service. The singing was wonderful. I wanted to go into the church but was unsure if this was 
‘not done’, so I just stayed outside and listened.  
 

On to Charlotte, North Carolina, Washington, Philadelphia and into the Big Apple, New York. We drove 
across the Brooklyn Bridge, not without some trepidation as the clearance was 12 feet and our RV was 23 
feet long. I kept waiting for a crashing noise and for us to become wedged on the bridge – that would have 
made the news.  
 

We were going to see friends on Long Island, and guess what, we got lost. We ended up in the Bronx and 
stopped to ask for directions. We approached a man who was standing by his car: he looked a bit worried 
as we approached him, but was ok after we spoke to him. He took us to his apartment building, and asked 
is to wait downstairs He returned with two cans of beers for us and he showed us how to get to Long Island 
and then gave us the map! I have to say that our experience in the U.S. has been that the people have 
been polite and helpful. We stayed with friends for a few days then went to New Jersey and stayed in a 
‘Trailer Park’. Each day we would catch the bus into New York and spend the day there. We walked all over 
the city and visited all the sights.  
 

New York is one of those towns that is always buzzing, as they say in the song “It’s a city that never sleeps”. 
They are not shy and retiring and not at all self-conscious, it’s a case of do your own thing. There is lots of 
traffic and constant noise. We saw a group of business men in suits standing in front of an office building, 
passing around a joint. There was a policeman standing not five yards away, but he wasn’t in the least 
interested. There was a guy on roller blades, wearing headphones, skating down the middle of the road 
with his arms spread out wide as he wove along. He decided to turn left and glided gracefully round the 
corner like an ice skater to disappear amid the traffic and noise. There were guys on 42nd Street working 
the three card trick.  

Return to ‘Contents’ 

It is when you get onto the East coast at Miami that 
things change, suddenly there are, mile after mile of 
huge hotels, palm trees and swimming pools, 
everything shiny and new. Obviously a place for the 
rich and famous. I rolled the window down and I 
swear I could smell money. We went on a tour of the 
Everglades. We’ve all seen them on telly: the 
swamps, the dense undergrowth, vines, and mist 
coming off the water. We went down a man-made 
canal into a big lagoon, had a tour round the tourist 
centre and that was it. We did get a lecture on 
ecology as we went along. Disappointing.  
 

We drove north and had a swim at Daytona Beach, it 
was lovely and warm. We tried to park at a beach 
somewhere for the night, but the police moved us on.  
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In the bus station I went to an information booth to get change. I had a twenty dollar bill in my hand, but 
the guy in the booth said, “We don’t carry any money”. A guy standing next to me said, “I’ll get you 
change”, snatched the bill from my hand and off he went. I thought what an idiot I was – talk about an 
innocent abroad! A couple of minutes later the guy returned, saying, “Here you go buddy” and handed me 
my change!  
 

Then we drove north to Boston, which is very old England, and a big change from NY. Then across to the 
Niagara Falls, which are on the Canadian border. As expected, they are spectacular and I can’t believe 
people used to go over those falls in barrels! After some time there, we crossed into Canada then basically 
drove around Lake Erie back into the U.S. and Detroit, then across to Chicago. We had relatives in 
Milwaukee, just north of Chicago, so we drove there. We had never met these relatives, but they were very 
nice and we stayed there for about a week before moving on. 
 

We had intended going further north, but Mt. Saint Helens, the volcano in Washington State, was erupting 
and it was advised not to go near there. So it was off to Denver and on to the Grand Canyon, where we 
spent a few days. It is difficult to take in the enormity and beauty of the place. You can ride a mule down 
into the canyon, which I believe is quite hazardous; we just enjoyed it from the top.  
 

 
 

all of which was free, of course. In one casino there was a fountain with cascading pink liquid. People were 
picking up paper cups and having a drink, so I tried it – it was vodka and orange! All the casinos tried to 
entice people with free drinks or cigarettes, and if you were playing the slot machines the cocktail 
waitresses would supply you with free drinks. We went and saw a show, Rodger Miller; the price was 
ridiculously low, again the point was to get you into the casino. We would stagger home in the early hours, 
stopping at one of the casinos for breakfast which usually cost about $2 and there was loads of food. One 
night I was playing the slot machine and I was winning a couple of hundred dollars, but you are in Las 
Vegas so what are you going to do - go back to your motel and sit in your room? You carry on gambling. 
There were lots of prostitutes on the street; they would ask “Do you want to party?” Well, we had had our 
fun and now it was time to move on.  

 

RV near Yosemite National Park, California. 

 

We got on a plane, spent a couple of days’ stopover in Bangkok and came back to Melbourne. 

 
[This story will continue in our September issue. Parts 1 & 2 appeared in our June newsletter, Part 3 in July; 
both editions can be found on our website at www.u3adarebin.com.au/flyers/ ]  
 
 

 Return to ‘Contents’ 

Next was Las Vegas, which is Spanish for The Meadows.  
We arrived early evening and booked into a motel. By the time we 
had settled in, it was around 9.30pm but we decided to go for a bit 
of a walk along ‘The Strip’. We got back to the motel at 5.30am. 
The casinos never close and, as you see in the movies, everything is 
bright flashing neon lights. That first night we wandered into 
Caesar’s Palace – ‘palace’ is the right name, it is enormous. Apart 
from the roulette, blackjack tables and the one-arm bandits, there 
was room after room, each with a different form of entertainment, 

Across to the west coast – Monterey, San Jose, then we followed the 
coast back to San Francisco.         
 

Our six month visa was running out so we had to make plans for 
leaving. We stayed with our relatives again, sold our recreation 
vehicle and for our last two weeks stayed in a hotel in San Francisco.  
As it happened, we had booked a hotel that was right in the middle 
of the gay area. When you walked down the street you could see 
guys checking you out, it felt very strange. 

http://www.u3adarebin.com.au/flyers/
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Out & About 
                                                                                                         

Volunteer for Research Study on Memory Training 
The Department of Psychology and Counselling at La Trobe University is looking for people who are 
interested in learning everyday memory strategies to remember names. Forgetting names is one of the 
most common memory difficulties, and can lead to people withdrawing socially, reducing quality of life. 
The memory training in this study will be relatively short in time and is empirically supported to improve 
everyday memory performance and confidence. 
 

To participate in this research you must satisfy the following requirements: 
●      be aged over 60 years old 
●      be able to read and speak English proficiently 
●      have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing 
●      have access to a computer and the Internet 
●      have no current diagnosis of neurological disorders  
         (e.g. dementia) or psychiatric disorders (e.g. bipolar disorder, schizophrenia) 
●       be capable of completing the tasks independently. 
 

All participants will be asked to: 
●       complete two sets of questionnaires and cognitive tasks on the Internet, two weeks apart 
          (the first will take approximately 1 hour, the second about 30 minutes) 
●       practice learning names every day for two weeks. 
 

Participants will be allocated to one of three groups and provided with information on different memory 
strategies. At the end of the study, participants will have access to the training material for all groups. 
 

If you are interested in participating, go https://latrobe.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_cZI8WMK5o0LUBj7  
to read more about the study and, if you choose to take part, you can then start the questionnaire. 
All participants will have the opportunity to enter the draw to win one of fifteen $50 gift cards. 
 

 

 
 
 

About U3A Darebin 

 

The University of the Third Age (U3A) is a community based provider of learning opportunities, educational 

activities and social interaction for people who are over 50 and not in full time paid employment.  
 

U3A Darebin is run by volunteers to provide opportunities for members to keep mentally and physically 

active and involved in our local communities. Our Constitution and policies are available on our website 

www.u3adarebin.com.au/policies/  
 

U3A Darebin acknowledges the Wurundjeri people of the Kulin Nations as the traditional owners and 

caretakers of the land on which our organisation operates. U3A Darebin respectfully recognises Elders  

both past and present and extends that respect to all Indigenous Australians.  
         
U3A Daredin Inc is supported by U3A Network Victoria ACFE Capacity Building Project,  the City of Darebin 

and Clifton Hill/North Fitzroy Community Bank Branch of Bendigo Bank. 
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